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A recent consideration in aircraft design is the use of folding wing-tips with the aim of 

enabling higher aspect ratio aircraft with less induced drag, but also meeting airport gate 

limitations. This study investigates the impact of floating folding wing-tips on the aircraft 

flight dynamics. It is found that a floating wing-tips aircraft has similar handling qualities 

with respect to an aircraft with no wing extension. 

Nomenclature 

Symbols T = Aerodynamic transformation matrix 
bj = Gust spanwise shape function    from inertial reference to PMA 
bl = Aerodynamic lag-pole u = Nodal displacement 
c = Mean aerodynamic chord u,v,w = Aircraft velocity components in the PMA 
C( ) = Aerodynamic coefficient vcg = Aircraft velocity in the PMA 
D = Damping matrix V = Unperturbed air speed 
DI = Inertial damping wj = Gust vector 
e1, e2, e3 = PMA reference versors wg = Gust velocity 
H = Gust gradient wg0 = Peak of the gust velocity 
FAero = Aerodynamic forces vector wref = Reference gust velocity 
g = Gravity acceleration x0 = Gust origin position 
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J = Inertia tensor xcg = Aircraft centre of mass position 
k = Reduced frequency xj = jth panel’s control node position 
K = Stiffness matrix α = Angle of attack 
KW = Inertial stiffness γj = jth panel’s dihedral angle 
Kθ = Torsional spring stiffness 

 

δtj = Kronecker delta 
Lg = Gust length δx = Aerodynamic control surfaces vector 
m = Aircraft mass θ   = Wing-tip folding angle 
M = Mass matrix, Mach ξ = Generalised coordinate 
MHinge  = Hinge moment 

 

Φ = Modal base 
qf = Elastic modal displacement 𝜓 = Vector of the Euler angles 
qdyn = Dynamic pressure ω = Angular velocity in the PMA 
Q() = Generalized aerodynamic force matrices Superscript 
Qe = External forces ̇    = Differentiation with respect to time 
Qi() = Coefficient matrices of RFA ̃    = Fourier transform 
rl = Aerodynamic states vector ̅    = Generalized variable 
S = Reference wing area ̂    = Skew symmetric matrix 
T1 = Transformation matrix from PMA to ′   = Variable in the inertial reference system 
   inertial reference Subscript 
 e   = Equilibrium value 

I. Introduction 

uch effort has been made to design aircraft to optimize fuel consumption through reduction of aerodynamic 

drag. A sizable contribution (30-40%) to the overall drag is lift-induced drag, which could be reduced by 

increasing the wing span, but such a design solution has well defined limits imposed by the maximum aircraft 

dimensions allowed at airports and also the increase in bending moments along the wing. A possible solution to the 

first issue is the use of folding wings that can be employed on the ground similar to the retractable wings used on 

aircraft-carrier-borne aircraft. The inclusion of such a design feature raises the question as to whether such a folding 

device could also be used to enable load reduction on the aircraft during the flight. 

Recent works [1-5] have been aimed at studying the benefits of using a flexible wing-fold device for load alleviation 

and considering how it would be implemented on civil jet aircraft. The main idea consists of introducing a hinge in 

order to allow the wing tips to rotate, and it is known that the orientation of the hinge line relative to the airflow is a 

key parameter to enable successful load alleviation. When the hinge line is rotated outboard of the streamline, folding 

the wing-tip up introduces a decrease in the local angle-of-attack [1] and such an effect provides a means to reduce 

the loads acting on the wing, leading to the possibility of achieving a wing-tip extension with limited or even minimal 

impact on wing weight. Previous works have demonstrated that a free hinge is necessary in order to maximise the 

loads alleviation performance [1]. However, zero hinge stiffness leads the wingtip to be deflected during straight and 

level cruise flight due to the static trim loads, and furthermore, to a continuous oscillating motion due to unsteady 

aerodynamic loads. Such deflections and continuous motions are undesirable as they will be detrimental to the 

aerodynamic performance, and may lead to undesired rigid-body dynamic motion. Ideally, the wing-tip should not 
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deflect during cruise, but only operate once a significant gust is encountered. Such a concept is called Semi Aeroelastic 

Hinge (SAH). During the cruise, the wing-tip is kept in place by using a dedicated blocking mechanism. When a 

triggering event is detected, the wing-tip is actively released and the tip device acts then as a passive loads alleviation 

system, purely driven by the aerodynamic and inertial forces. After the loads event is finished, an actuator is then 

engaged to bring back the wing-tip to the initial clean configuration. 

Previous works [1-5] focused on the impact of the SAH on the loads and flutter stability of a typical commercial jet 

aircraft. Now an investigation is made on the mutual influence between the aeroelastic effect of the wing-tip and the 

aircraft flight dynamics. 

 

II. Aeroelastic Model 

A. The Practical Mean Axis reference frame 

Typical aeroelastic equations of motion (EOM) can be cast in the time domain as  

 

 �̅� 𝜉̈ + �̅� 𝜉̇ + 𝐾  𝜉 = �̅�𝑒 + �̅�𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜  

[𝑚𝐼 0 00 𝐽 00 0 �̅�𝑓𝑓] {�̈�𝑐𝑔�̈�𝑐𝑔�̈�𝑓 } + [0 0 00 0 00 0 �̅�𝑓𝑓] {�̇�𝑐𝑔�̇�𝑐𝑔�̇�𝑓 } + [0 0 00 0 00 0 𝐾𝑓𝑓] {𝑥𝑐𝑔𝜓𝑐𝑔𝑞𝑓 } = {�̅�𝑒𝑥�̅�𝑒𝜓�̅�𝑒𝑓} + {�̅�𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑥�̅�𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜𝜓�̅�𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓} 

(1) 

 

where �̅�, �̅�, 𝐾 are the generalised mass, damping and stiffness matrices, �̅�𝑒  collects the non-aerodynamic external  

generalised forces (i.e. gravity), �̅�𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜  are the generalised aeroelastic forces and 𝜉 are the generalised displacements 

given by the aircraft centre of gravity position 𝑥𝑐𝑔, the aircraft Euler angles 𝜓𝑐𝑔 and  the elastic modal displacements 𝑞𝑓. These latter are related to a set of unconstrained mode shapes used to represent the linearized aircraft structural 

dynamics. 

Several integrated models of flight dynamics and aeroelasticity have been proposed in the literature [6-11]. This 

work builds upon a simplified version of the formulation proposed by Saltari el al. [6]. The rigid body degrees of 

freedom are here associated with a set of practical mean axes (PMAs). Such a reference has its origin at the 

instantaneous aircraft centre of mass, but the orientation is fixed to the mean axes at the undeformed configuration. 



 

 

The rigid body modes have to represent unitary translations 𝑥𝑐𝑔 and rotations 𝜓𝑐𝑔 around the aircraft centre of mass 

at the undeformed configuration. The set of eigenvectors 𝛷 is taken consistent with the velocities and angular 

velocities defined positive in flight dynamics (e.g. a positive forward speed) allowing a better comprehension of the 

results concerning the rigid-body variables.  

The structural physical displacements 𝑢 expressed on a modal basis as  

 

 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) = ∑ 𝛷(𝑥)𝑁𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠
𝑛=1 𝜉(𝑡) (2) 

 

this kind of formulation introduces a significant approximation since only a limited number of structural modes are 

used. Only a number of modes equal to the structural degrees of freedom prevents any loss in accuracy in the passage 

from the physical displacement base to a modal base. 

B. Inertial Modelling 

Inertial coupling effects are generally considered of secondary importance [6] compared to the effects provided by 

the aerodynamics and have been here partially neglected. However, in general formulation of integrated flight 

dynamics and aeroelasticity, one may consider the rigid-body equations of motion expressed with respect to a non-

inertial frame of reference. In aeroelastic framework, the rigid-body motion is expressed with respect to the FEM 

frame, moving in a uniform rectilinear motion with respect to the inertial frame. Thus, some further inertial and weight 

projection effects arise. More specifically, the absolute acceleration and angular momentum can be expressed with 

respect to the non-inertial frame of reference attached to the PMAs: 

 

 𝐷𝒗𝒄𝒈𝐷𝑡 = �̇�𝒄𝒈 + 𝝎 × 𝒗𝒄𝒈  ≃ Δ�̇�𝒄𝒈 − 𝒗𝒄𝒈𝒆 × Δ𝝎 𝐷(𝑱𝝎)𝐷𝑡 = 𝑱�̇� + 𝝎 × 𝑱𝝎 ≃ 𝑱Δ�̇� 

(3) 

 

where 𝒗𝒄𝒈 and 𝝎 are the velocity and angular velocity physical entities, whereas 𝑱 is the inertia tensor.  



 

 

For a linearized analysis, the components of angular velocity 𝝎 coincide with the derivative of Euler angles Δψ. 

On the other hand, the component of 𝒗𝑐𝑔 will be expressed in the non-inertial frame of reference and denoted as 𝑣𝑐𝑔. 

The position of the body in the inertial frame of reference can thus be recast as  

 

 Δ�̇�𝑐𝑔 =  Δ𝑣𝑐𝑔 − �̂�𝑐𝑔𝑒  Δψ 𝜉̇′ = 𝑇1 𝜉̇ (4) 

 

where 

 

 𝑇1 = [𝐼 −�̂�𝑐𝑔𝑒 00 𝐼 00 0 𝐼]  

 

Summarizing the concepts above, the EOM will be recast with respect to 𝜉 and 𝜉′ defined as  

 

 𝜉′ = {Δ𝑥𝑐𝑔ΔψΔ𝑞𝑓 } ; 𝜉̇ =  {Δ𝑣𝑐𝑔ΔωΔ�̇�𝑓 } ;   

 

Skipping the intermediate passages for the sake of conciseness, the following damping matrix 𝐷𝐼  allows to switch 

the EOM from the inertial to non-inertial frame in case of small perturbations around a steady rectilinear flight  

 

�̅�𝐼 = [0 −𝑚�̂�𝑐𝑔𝑒 00 0 00 0 0] (5) 

 

where 𝑉 is the trim speed. 

Moreover, the description of the aircraft motion in the PMA non-inertial reference requires accounting for the 

projection of the weight force on the aircraft body reference. Under the assumption of small perturbation with respect 

to the trimmed configuration, such a contribution was modelled as an additional stiffness term, to be added to 𝐾  , and 

defined as  



 

 

 

 𝐾𝑊 = 𝑚𝑔 [   
 0 0 00 0 00 0 0⋮0

  0 1 01 0 00 0 0 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 ⋯ 0]   
 =  [0 𝑚�̂� 00 0 00 0 0] (6) 

 

with 𝑚𝑔 the weight of the aircraft. 

C. Aerodynamic Modelling  

Unsteady aerodynamic effects are modelled using the Doublet Lattice Method [12, 13] (DLM). The same modal 

formulation employed to model the structural dynamics, is used to describe the unsteady aerodynamic forces which 

are therefore strongly dependent on the number of modes used. In the frequency domain, DLM unsteady aerodynamic 

forces are defined, as [13] 

 

 �̃�′𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜 = 𝑞𝑑𝑦𝑛[𝑄′ℎℎ(𝑀, 𝑘)𝜉′̃ℎ + 𝑄′ℎ𝑥(𝑀)𝛿𝑥 + 𝑄′ℎ𝑗(𝑀, 𝑘)�̃�𝑗] (7) 

 

where 𝑄′ℎℎ (NModes x NModes),  𝑄′ℎ𝑥  (NModes x NControlSurf), 𝑄′ℎ𝑗  (NModes x NPanels), are respectively the 

generalized aerodynamic forces matrices related to the Fourier Transform of the generalized coordinates 𝜉ℎ, control 

surfaces vector 𝛿𝑥 and gust shape �̃�𝑗 and 𝑞𝑑𝑦𝑛 (𝑞𝑑𝑦𝑛 = 12 𝜌𝑉2) is the dynamic pressure.  

 The gust vector defines the downwash on a generic aerodynamic panel  j due to the gust such that 

    

 𝑤𝑗 = 𝑏𝑗(𝑦) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛾𝑗 𝑤𝑔02𝑉 (1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (2𝜋𝑉𝐿𝑔 (𝑡 − 𝑥0 − 𝑥𝑗𝑉 )))𝛿𝑡𝑗  

(8) 

 

where, 𝐿𝑔  is the gust length (twice the gust gradient H),  𝛿𝑡𝑗 is a Kronecker Delta which is equal to 1 only in the time 

window when the gust crosses the jth panel (𝑥0−𝑥𝑗𝑉 ≤ 𝑡𝑗 ≤ 𝑥0−𝑥𝑗𝑉 + 𝑉𝐿𝑔 ),  𝑏𝑗 is a shape function defining the gust 

spanwise shape and 𝑤𝑔0 the peak gust velocity, the latter defined (in m/s) as [14] 

 



 

 

 𝑤𝑔0 = 𝑤𝑟𝑒𝑓( 𝐻106.17)16 
(9) 

 

For computational efficiency the AIC, and therefore the GAF, matrices are generated for a limited set of reduced 

frequencies (𝑘 = 𝜔𝑐2𝑉) and Mach numbers; the remaining intermediate values are evaluated through interpolation 

schemes [13].  

As for the mass, damping and stiffness, also the aerodynamic matrices are expressed in the PMA reference system. 

The DLM GAF matrices are formulated in the inertial reference system [12, 13] under the assumption of steady 

longitudinal flight. As result of such a formulation, any variation of pitch angle or yaw are considered as equivalent 

variations of aerodynamic angle of attack and sideslip respectively.  In the PMA reference formulation instead, a static 

rotation of an aircraft does not generate any aerodynamic forces perturbation. Such a correction, on the rigid body 

aerodynamic forces, is achieved by post multiplying the 𝑄ℎℎ′  matrix, expressed in the inertial frame of reference, with 

a transformation matrix  𝑇 (NModes x NModes)  [6] such that 

 

 𝑄ℎℎ (𝑘,𝑀) = 𝑄ℎℎ′ (𝑘,𝑀)𝑇(𝑘) (10) 

 

where 

 

 

𝑇(𝑘) =
[  
   
  100000

  
010000
  
001000
  
000100

00𝑏 𝑗𝑘⁄010
0𝑏 𝑗𝑘⁄0001

⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 ⋯ 1]  

   
  
 

 

 

 

where the elastic modes related block is set equal to the identity matrix, since the definition of the elastic modes of 

the system is kept unchanged. 

The aerodynamic forces are then recast in a time domain formulation using the Rational Fraction Approximation 

(RFA) method proposed by Roger [15] such that 



 

 

 

 𝐹𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜 = 𝑞𝑑𝑦𝑛 {[𝑄ℎℎ0 𝜉ℎ + 𝑐2𝑉 𝑄ℎℎ1 𝜉ℎ̇ + ( 𝑐2𝑉)2 𝑄ℎℎ2 𝜉ℎ̈ ] + [𝑄ℎ𝑥0 𝛿𝑥]
+ [𝑄ℎ𝑗0 𝑤𝑗 + 𝑐2𝑉 𝑄ℎ𝑗1 �̇�𝑗 + ( 𝑐2𝑉)2 𝑄ℎ𝑗2 �̈�𝑗] + ∑ 𝑟𝑙𝑁𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑙=1 } 

 

(11) 

 

where 𝑟𝑙   is the generic aerodynamic state vector related to the generic lag-pole 𝑏𝑙 = 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑙 . These extra states allow 

the modelling of the unsteady response of the aerodynamics by taking into account of the delay of the aerodynamic 

forces with respect to the structural deformations. These aerodynamic states were evaluated through the set of dynamic 

equations 

 

 �̇�𝑙 = −𝑏𝑙 2𝑉𝑐 𝐼𝑟𝑙  + 𝑄ℎℎ2+𝑙′ 𝜉ℎ̇′ + 𝑄ℎ𝑗2+𝑙′ �̇�𝑗                 𝑙 = 1, … , 𝑁𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 (12) 

 

which are solved together with the equations of motion (1).  

The matrices 𝑄ℎℎ0 , 𝑄ℎℎ1  and 𝑄ℎℎ2  have the physical meaning of aerodynamic stiffness, damping and inertia 

respectively. The transformation introduced in Eq. (10)  led to have the first six columns of 𝑄ℎℎ0  equal to zero, meaning 

that no aerodynamic stiffness is associated with the rigid body modes. 

Further aerodynamic correction terms are also introduced to account for aerodynamic contribution that are in 

general neglected by the DLM such as the aerodynamic drag. This latter contribution can be expressed as 

  

 𝐷 = 𝑞𝑑𝑦𝑛𝐶𝐷 = 𝑞𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑆(𝐶𝐷0 + 𝐶𝐷𝛼𝛼) (13) 

 

The perturbation of the aerodynamic drag from the equilibrium value, due to a variation of longitudinal velocity and 

angle of attack can be obtained by linearising  Eq.(13) as  

 

 𝜕𝐷𝜕𝑢|𝐷𝑒 = 𝜌𝑉𝑆𝐶𝐷𝑒 = 2𝑞𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑆𝑉2 𝐶𝐷𝑒  (14) 



 

 

𝜕𝐷𝜕𝛼|𝐷𝑒 = 𝜕𝐷𝜕𝑤|𝐷𝑒 = 𝑞𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑆𝐶𝐷𝛼 = 𝑞𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑆𝑉 𝐶𝐷𝛼 

 

 

and these terms represent the additional aerodynamic damping contributions that affect the longitudinal aircraft 

dynamics and can be collected in the damping matrix 𝑄ℎℎ1𝐷 (NModes x NModes) [6] defined as 

 

 

𝑄ℎℎ1𝐷 =
[  
   
  −2𝐶𝐷𝑒𝑆 𝑐⁄00000

  
000000
  
−𝐶𝐷𝛼𝑆 𝑐⁄00000

  
000000
  
000000
  
000000

⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 ⋯ 0]  

   
  
 

 

(15) 

 

The DLM GAF matrices are evaluated at zero angle of attack, however the EOM are linearized around a trimmed 

configuration, hence the aerodynamics loads acting on an unconstrained aircraft should be corrected in order to 

account for the effects of a non-zero angle of attack. These quasi-steady effects are particularly relevant in flight 

dynamics in terms of rigid body response and stability, and are due to the aerodynamic forces introduced by a 

perturbation of dynamic pressure and angle of attack being a function of the equilibrium angle of attack. These 

contributions can be modelled by assuming that a perturbation of dynamic pressure results in a variation of the local 

lift magnitude, whereas a perturbation of the angle of attack reflects in a variation of the local lift direction. Both these 

terms are evaluated by linearizing the trim aerodynamic forces distribution with respect to the longitudinal speed and 

angle of attack as   

  

 𝛥𝐹𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜 = −2𝐹𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑉 𝛥𝑢 + 𝐹𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑚 ∙ 𝑒3 𝛥𝑤𝑉 𝑒1 (16) 

  

 Such a linearization results in the definition of to further matrices 𝑄ℎℎ1𝛼′  and 𝑄ℎℎ1𝑞𝑑𝑦𝑛′  to be added to the 

aerodynamic stiffness matrix 𝑄ℎℎ1′ . Saltari et al. [6] provide further details on the derivation of these terms. 



 

 

D. Final Formulation of Equation of Motion  

 A nonlinear reduced order model is defined to model the linear and nonlinear hinge mechanisms. 

The idea is to use the set of flexible modes obtained when a very low hinge spring stiffness is defined along the hinge 

line; a zero stiffness value was avoided to prevent numerical singularities during the modal analysis. This approach 

showed the first two flexible modes to be local symmetric and anti-symmetric pseudo-rigid wing-tips deflection as 

shown in Fig. 1(a, b). Such modal shapes are by definition orthogonal with the remaining flexible modes that involve 

a combination of wing-tips and main airframe deformations, Fig. 1(c, d), therefore they could be used to describe 

independent wing-tip rotations. The overall span reduction due to the wing-tips deflection was not considered.  

 

  

 (a) 7st Mode 4.17E-3 Hz  (b) 8nd Mode 4.18E-3 Hz 

  

 (c) 9rd Mode 2.22E0 Hz (b) 10th Mode 2.54E0 Hz 

 Figure 1.  Typical Flexible Modes of an Aircraft with the Folding Wing-Tips  

Linear and nonlinear hinge devices, such as springs, dampers or actuators, can be modelled by applying external 

moments on the hinge nodes along the hinge axis in order to simulate the related restoring moments on the wing-tips 

and main airframe, as shown in Fig. 2. The hinge moments could be defined as linear or nonlinear functions of the 

wing-tip folding angle and, once projected onto the structural modes, defined as a set of generalized forces that could 

excite mainly the local wing-tip modes and so drive the wing-tips motion. 

 



 

 

 

 Figure 2.  Applied Hinge Moments 

 

The aerodynamic forces are given by 

 

 

𝐹𝐴𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑇𝑜𝑡 = 𝑞𝑑𝑦𝑛 {[𝑄ℎℎ0 𝜉ℎ′ + 𝑐2𝑉 (𝑄ℎℎ1 + 𝑄ℎℎ1𝐷 + 𝑄ℎℎ1𝛼 + 𝑄ℎℎ1𝑞𝑑𝑦𝑛 ) 𝜉ℎ̇ + ( 𝑐2𝑉)2 𝑄ℎℎ2 𝜉ℎ̈]
+ [𝑄ℎ𝑥0 𝛿𝑥] + [𝑄ℎ𝑗0 𝑤𝑗 + 𝑐2𝑉 𝑄ℎ𝑗1 �̇�𝑗 + ( 𝑐2𝑉)2 𝑄ℎ𝑗2 �̈�𝑗] + ∑ 𝑟𝑙𝑁𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑙=1 } 

(18) 

 

and final stiffness and damping matrices are expressed as 

 

 𝐾𝑇𝑜𝑡 = 𝐾  + 𝐾𝑊  (19) 

 

 𝐷𝑇𝑜𝑡 = �̅� + �̅�𝐼  (20) 

 

The linear and nonlinear hinge mechanisms are simulated through the introduction of the generalised nonlinear 

force 𝑀𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒′ . The idea is to simulate a mechanism that allows the wing-tip to rotate only when the aerodynamic forces 

are higher than some predefined threshold value. Such a device was modelled by applying, to the wing-tips and main 

airframe, the restoring moments due to a piecewise linear spring whose stiffness was varied according to the loads 

experienced by the aircraft such that 

 

 

𝑀𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒 = −𝐾𝜃𝜃 

{𝐾𝜃 = 1. 𝐸12𝑁𝑚/𝑟𝑎𝑑       𝑖𝑓         0 < 𝑡 < 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐾𝜃 = 1. 𝐸0𝑁𝑚/𝑟𝑎𝑑        𝑖𝑓         𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒          
 

(21) 



 

 

 

III. Numerical Results 

A single aisle aircraft linear structural model is used for the analyses. The wing-tip extensions are connected to the 

main wing structure in a similar way as in previous work [1]. The total span is increased by roughly 25%. A single 

flight point was considered at 25000 ft of altitude and a Mach number of M=0.82.  

A series of dynamic and static analyses have been performed in order to asses the open-loop response of an aircraft 

with free and fixed wing-tips with respect to a baseline model without the tip extension. The three models have the 

same control surfaces. The three models share the same mass distribution for the fuselage, engines, tail planes and 

inner wing. The same mass was assumed for the hinge mechanism and wing-tips of free and fixed hinge models to 

account for the fact that a wing span extension would require in any case a hinge mechanism to allow the wing folding 

whilst on the ground. 

A. Aerodynamic derivatives and handling qualities 

This section presents an investigation of the impact of the SAH on the aircraft aerodynamic derivatives and 

handling qualities. Figure 3 reports the variation of some aerodynamic derivatives for different dynamic pressure 

values. The aircraft with the free folding wing-tip shows very close aerodynamic derivatives with respect to the 

baseline model. In terms of 𝐶𝐿𝛼 this is easily justifiable by the fact that an increment of the angle of attack generates 

an upward deflection of the wingtip resulting in negative incremental aerodynamic loads thus reducing the 𝐶𝐿𝛼 to the 

same level of the baseline aircraft with a smaller wing. The same comments are valid for 𝐶𝑚𝛼 which decreases passing 

from a fixed to a free hinge. 

A significant impact is observed in terms of rolling damping 𝐶𝑙𝑝 between free and fixed wing-tip configurations. 

A well know problem associated to high aspect ratio wing, is the reduction of rolling authority due to the increment 

of rolling damping introduced by the longer span. Having free wing-tips seems to overcome this limitation leading to 

comparable roll damping levels of an aircraft without the wing extension. Such an improvement of the rolling handling 

qualities can be explained by analysing the aerodynamic forces generated during the manoeuvre. In the case of a 

positive roll manoeuvre, the right wing tends to go down whereas the left wing goes up. The incremental aerodynamic 

forces induced by the roll rate will generate an incremental upward deflection of the right wing-tip while the left wing-

tip will see a reduction of the folding angle. The resulting rolling moment induced by the aeroelastic loads will have 



 

 

the same sense of the rolling moment induced by the aileron, as shown in Fig. 4. Moreover, the variation of angle of 

attack introduced by the wing-tip deflection, is constant all over the tip surface whereas the roll rate generates higher 

variation of the local angle of attack toward the tip. As results the wing tip deflection will generate an incremental lift 

contribution which is closer to the hinge with respect to the incremental lift induced by the roll rate.  Since a perfect 

free hinge cannot pass any bending moment, such a condition is satisfied (neglecting the inertial terms) only if the 

local lift contribution due to the wing-tip deflection is higher than the one due to the roll rate. As a consequence the 

hinges see net shear forces which aid the rolling manoeuvre thus increasing the rolling authority of the aileron. 

 

 

   

(a) 𝑪𝑳𝜶 (b) 𝑪𝒎𝜶 (c) 𝑪𝒎𝒒 

   

(d) 𝑪𝒍𝒑 (e) 𝑪𝒍𝜹𝒂  (f) 𝑪𝒎𝜹𝒆 

Figure 3.  Aerodynamic Derivative 

(black dot: baseline; blue square: fixed hinge; red cross: free hinge) 

 

Figure 3(e) shows the rolling moment coefficient introduced by the aileron. Despite the three models sharing the 



 

 

same aileron, different values are observed between the baseline, the free and the fixed hinge aircraft even for low 

dynamic pressure where the aeroelastic effects are less pronounced. This finding is due to the fact that the aileron is 

placed close to the hinge, as a consequence, for a longer span aircraft, an aileron deflection will produce spill over 

aerodynamic forces that will interest also part of the tip, as shown in Fig. 4(a). This would lead the local aileron centre 

of pressure to move outboard thus increasing the moment arm. Moreover Fig. 3(e) shows also that the rolling moment 

coefficient of the free wing-tip aircraft has a lower gradient with respect to the fixed hinge one leading to a delay of 

the aileron reversal when the floating tips are employed. Such an effect is due to the fact that the aerodynamic forces 

produced by the tips deflection tend to reduce the wing bending, this reflects in a reduction of the wing torsion, in the 

case of a sweepback wing, and thus on a positive impact on the aileron reversal. 

A small impact is observed also for 𝐶𝑚𝑞, whereas 𝐶𝑚𝛿𝑒 does not vary between the three aircraft. 

 

   

 (a) Aileron aerodynamic forces (b) Roll rate aerodynamic forces (c) Aeroelastic aerodynamic forces 

 Figure 4.  Aerodynamic Forces Contributions Due to a Rolling Manoeuvre 

 

 

   

 (a) Phugoid (b) Short Period  (c) Spiral 



 

 

  

(d) Roll (e) Dutch Roll 

 Figure 5.  Root Locus 

(black dot: baseline; blue square: fixed hinge; red cross: free hinge) 

 

Figure 5 reports the evolution of root locus of the aeroelastic system for different values of dynamic pressure, 

particular attention is given to the flight dynamics modes. No significant impact is observed for the long period mode. 

As regards the short period motion, a variation is observed between the fixed and the free hinge aircraft, with the latter 

having almost the same values of the baseline condition. The three aircraft share similar values for the real part of the 

poles, but with the fixed hinge aircraft showing higher imaginary values. This finding would indicates the three models 

to have similarly damped short period modes, but with higher frequency for the fixed hinge case. The spiral mode is 

unstable for all the analysed configurations and the use of a free hinge seems to destabilise even further such a 

dynamics. This is usually not a problem since many aircraft have an unstable spiral model which can be easily 

stabilised with a proper control law.  As regard the roll and dutch roll, almost no impact on the frequency and a 

reduction of the damping is observed between the fixed and the free hinge aircraft in agreement with what was shown 

in Fig 4(d). Again, the free hinge shows values that are similar to the baseline ones. 

B. Dynamic manoeuvres 

In this section, a comparison is made between the free, fixed hinge and baseline model response to a time varying 

command on the aileron, elevator and rudder respectively. 

Figure 6 shows the aircraft response to an aileron command. The command time history is shown in Fig. 6(f). The 

plots shows that the free hinge aircraft has the same dynamic response of the baseline model achieving a higher roll 



 

 

rate with respect to the fix hinge aircraft. This is in agreement with what has been shown in the previous section. 

Figure 6(e) reports the asymmetric wing-tip deflection induced by the manoeuvre. 

Figure 7 reports the dynamic response due to an elevator deflection. Again, the free hinge aircraft shows the same 

response as the baseline. Lower pitch and altitude variation are observed for the fixed hinge aircraft. 

As regards the response due to the rudder, shown in Fig. 8, the free hinge and the baseline model report higher roll 

rate, but slower yaw rate, when compared to the fixed hinge aircraft. Also, in this case, an asymmetric deflection of 

the wing-tips is observed. 

 

 

   

 (a) Bank angle (b) Yaw angle  (c) Roll rate 

   

(d) Yaw rate  (e) Wing-tip folding angle (f) Aileron deflection 

 Figure 6.  Dynamic Response Due to an Aileron Deflection  

(black dotted line: baseline; blue dashed line: fixed hinge; red solid line: free hinge) 

 



 

 

   

 (a) Vertical displacement (b) Pitch angle  (c) Vertical velocity 

   

(d) Pitch rate (e) Wing-tip folding angle (f) Elevator deflection 

 Figure 7.  Dynamic Response Due to an Elevator Deflection 

(black dotted line: baseline; blue dashed line: fixed hinge; red solid line: free hinge) 

 

   

 (a) Bank angle (b) Yaw angle  (c) Roll rate 



 

 

   

(d) Yaw rate  (e) Wing-tip folding angle (f) Rudder deflection 

 Figure 8.  Dynamic Response Due to a Rudder Deflection 

(black dotted line: baseline; blue dashed line: fixed hinge; red solid line: free hinge) 

C. Gust Response 

This section presents the dynamic response of the free flying aircraft due to a “1-cosine” gust. Only one gust length 

of 214 m is considered and the gust amplitude has been selected according the EASA Regulations [14]. 

Figure 9 shows the response of the three aircraft in terms of vertical speed and pitch rate induced by the gust. This 

latter is considered uniform across the wing span. As in the previous case, the free hinge aircraft response is close, if 

not equal, to the baseline one. The wing-tips act as a dynamic damper reducing the vertical speed and pitch rate 

experienced by aircraft with respect to the fixed hinge model. Moreover, Fig. 9(b) confirms that the fixed hinge aircraft 

has a lower short period frequency. 

Similar results are reported in Fig(10), but for a non-uniform spanwise gust. In this case the wing-tips damp the 

perturbation introduced by the gust in terms of roll and yaw rate. 

Figure 11 shows the long-term response to a uniform spanwise gust. The same long period response is observed 

for the three models, confirming as reported in Fig. 5(a). 

 



 

 

   

 (a) Vertical velocity (b) Pitch rate  (c) Wing-tip folding angle 

 

 

 

 (d) Spanwise gust shape function  

 Figure 9.  Dynamic Gust Response 

(black dotted line: baseline; blue dashed line: fixed hinge; red solid line: free hinge) 

 

D. Dynamic wing-tip release 

The SAH wing-tip concept is based upon the idea of having the wing-tips fixed during the cruise condition, in 

order to maximize the aerodynamic benefits due to the longer span, and to release them only when needed, both to 

reduce the loads or enhance the aircraft manoeuvrability. A question arises as to what would be the dynamic response 

of the aircraft induced by the wing-tips release. Figure 12 shows some related interesting quantities. As soon as the 

hinge is released, the wing-tip tend to rotate upward to their free-floating equilibrium position. This leads to the 

generation of local negative incremental aerodynamic forces at the tips, which reflects also in a pitch up moment. As 

a consequence, the wing-tips release excites both the short and the long period. However, such excitation results to be 

lower in magnitude with respect to the perturbation induced by a gust. Moreover, after the wing tip is released a 



 

 

variation on the elevator angle is also required in order to balance the pitching moment induced by the tip deflection 

[15]. 

 

   

 (c) Roll rate (d) Yaw rate  (e) Wing-tip folding angle 

 

 

 

 (f) Spanwise gust shape function  

 Figure 10.  Dynamic Gust Response (asymmetric spanwise distribution) 

(black dotted line: baseline; blue dashed line: fixed hinge; red solid line: free hinge) 

 

   

 (a) Vertical displacement (b) Longitudinal displacement  (c) Pitch rate 



 

 

 

 

 

 (d) Wing-tip folding angle  

 Figure 11.  Dynamic Gust Response (long term response) 

(black dotted line: baseline; blue dashed line: fixed hinge; red solid line: free hinge) 

 

   

 (a) Vertical displacement (b) Longitudinal displacement  (c) Pitch rate 

 

 

 

 (d) Wing-tip folding angle  

 Figure 12.  Dynamic Wing-Tips Release Response 

 



 

 

IV. Conclusions 

A preliminary analysis of the impact of the SAH on the aircraft flight dynamics has been investigated. The results 

have shown that despite the 25% increment in span, the free hinge aircraft has the same handling qualities and dynamic 

response of the baseline model with no wing-tip extension. Such a finding extends the applicability of the SAH which 

can be used both as loads reduction device but also to alleviate the roll damping increment induced by the longer span. 

This results in an enhanced aileron authority with a consequent weight saving, with respect to the fixed hinge aircraft, 

due to the smaller aileron size required. 

A free wing-tip will passively do whatever it takes to satisfy the condition of zero hinge moment condition, this 

results in the tip attitude to offload itself, thus minimizing his impact on the loads and handling qualities when 

compared to an aircraft without the wing extension. 

Future work will be focused on the introduction of a multibody formulation of the aircraft/wing-tips system in 

order to investigate the impact of the geometric nonlinear effects due to the wing-tip deflection both on the aircraft 

loads and flight dynamics. 
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